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Abstract

Many existing optimization approaches deal with task as-
signments on one particular platform. This paper addresses
the problem of task assignments to multiple crowdsourcing
platforms. We model this problem as a Multi-Armed Bandit
(MAB) Problem for the following reasons. First, the optimal
platform is not trivial in general. Second, it can easily con-
trol the task assignment policy by changing the setting for the
MAB Problem. This paper overviews the approach and re-
ports our preliminary result, which clearly supported that (1)
choosing the optimal platform based on prior knowledge is
not necessary easy and (2) our approach for multi-platform
task assignment problems is promising.

Introduction
Many optimization strategies have been proposed for the
assignment of crowdsourcing tasks to workers on a sin-
gle crowdsourcing platform (Hettiachchi, Kostakos, and
Goncalves 2022; Chittilappilly, Chen, and Amer-Yahia
2016; Li et al. 2016). Besides, comparative studies and stud-
ies on combining different platforms for complex workflows
have made progress. (Peer et al. 2017; Aizawa et al. 2020).
Nonetheless, there is little awareness of the significance of
optimizing task assignments across multiple platforms.

Generally, the same task leads to different results on dif-
ferent platforms since the effectiveness of platforms for the
task differs. Hence, the requester should choose an appro-
priate platform for their tasks, considering factors such as
language and culture.

However, many difficulties exist when predicting the op-
timal platform neither by using prior knowledge nor by con-
ducting research; in general, there are multiple contexts for
task submissions, such as types of tasks, the attribute of
preferable workers, and the time they complete the tasks.

The prior knowledge cannot perfectly handle the interac-
tions of various contexts. For example, given two choices
for platforms (Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) and Ya-
hoo! Japan), the requester may choose Yahoo! Japan for a
Chinese dishes labeling task since Japan is closer to China
in terms of culture and geography. Nevertheless, our experi-
ment results have shown that choosing a good platform is a
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Figure 1: Modeling a task assignment problem on multiple
platforms as a Multi-Armed Bandit Problem.

non-trivial task; the difference between the effectiveness of
platforms can change as task difficulty changes. When the
task is easy, workers on AMT and Yahoo! Japan show sim-
ilar performance (see E1 in Table 1). Also, conducting re-
search in advance will cause extravagant expenses because
the number of combinations of contexts is innumerable.

This paper focuses on the optimization problem on multi-
crowdsourcing platforms and models it as a Multi-Armed
Bandit (MAB) Problem (Figure 1). The modeling gives two
advantages. First, it can find the optimal arm (platform)
without any prior knowledge or investigations. Second, vari-
ous algorithms in different settings could establish their poli-
cies for choosing platforms, which ensures the satisfaction
of different needs. To verify the validity of our approach,
we collected data by assigning tasks on crowdsourcing plat-
forms and conducted three experiments using these data.
The collected data indicates that the optimal platform is not
trivial in general, even with prior knowledge. The experi-
ments supported the effectiveness of our approach.

Modeling the Problem as a MAB Problem
In the Multi-Armed Bandit Problem, we have K arms, each
of which is associated with unknown distributions of re-
wards delivered by the arm. The arms and distributions are
represented by environment E as a whole. The gambler can
play the arms at T rounds; he plays one arm i(t) per round t
and obtains the reward ri(t), iteratively. The objective is to



Dataset ID Task #Tasks Platform Commission per Task #Qualified Workers
E1 (for Expt Labeling Chinese 200 Yahoo! Japan 14.3JPY 160

1-MAB) Dishes (Easy) AMT $0.04 144
E2 (for Expts Labeling Chinese 200 Yahoo! Japan 14.3JPY 126

2-MAB, 2-BMAB) Dishes (Difficult) AMT $0.04 62

Table 1: Real-world datasets for building experiment environments

maximize the sum of the rewards after all rounds end.
Arm Setting. In our context, each crowdsourcing platform
is modeled as an arm. We have tasks to be submitted to one
of the platforms. Each task has two sections: (1) qualifying
questions for which we know correct answers and (2) other
questions for collecting answers.
Round Setting. There are several ways to define a round for
pulling an arm. Here are two examples. (1) Each round is
represented by the submission of a single task to a particu-
lar platform. (2) Each round is represented by a set of tasks
completed on a particular platform in a time window.
Reward Setting. The setting of the reward should be de-
termined depending on the goal of the applications. For
example, in our preliminary experiment (see below), if a
worker gave a correct answer to qualifying questions and
completed the whole task within a limited time, we infer
that this worker is qualified. Consequently, we receive the
reward. If we want to involve the throughput of task com-
pletion, the reward setting should consider the factor.
Algorithms. If the requester aims purely to maximize the
number of qualified workers, algorithms for the basic MAB
setting such as Annealing ϵ-greedy (AE), Thompson Sam-
pling (TS), and Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) will be ap-
plied to the problem. If the requester wanted to consider
the difference in the task submission cost (e.g., different
commissions of platforms), we would adopt Budget-limit
Multi-Armed Bandit (BMAB) setting and algorithms like
Knapsack–Based Upper Confidence Bound Exploration and
Exploitation (KUBE) (Tran-Thanh et al. 2012). Under the
BMAB setting, additionally, pulling an arm i will lead to a
cost ci. The total Budget is denoted by B. The total number
of rounds T will be decided by the algorithm.

Preliminary Results
We conducted three experiments (1-MAB, 2-MAB, and 2-
BMAB) with two real-world datasets E1 and E2 that rep-
resent two environments. Table 1 shows E1 and E2, which
we obtained by assigning tasks to workers on two real-world
crowdsourcing platforms to label Chinese dishes with differ-
ent difficulties. We set the incentives to workers based on the
minimum wages of the countries and the limited completion
time to 15 minutes. For the collection of data, the tasks only
contained qualifying questions without losing the generality.

Both environments have K = 2 arms (Yahoo! Japan as
arm i = 1, AMT as arm i = 2). In E1, the two arms have
similar reward distributions while there are separated reward
distributions in E2, which shows that which platform is good
for a given set of tasks is not trivial. In the experiment, the
round is modeled as the submission of a single task to one of
the platforms. The reward ri(t) = 1(a(t) = a∗)1(tc(t) ≤

Algo- Total CR (Qualified Total Selection Rate
rithm Rounds Worker) Cost (arm 1 / arm 2)

Random 98 1891 99/101
(MAB)

AE 115 2476 164/36
UCB 200 120 2710 190/10
TS 125 2692 188/12

Oracle 153 2557 173/27
(MAB)
Random 110 49 1000 50/60
(BMAB)
KUBE 169 56 998 17/152
Oracle 108 83 999 51/57

(BMAB)

Table 2: Results of algorithms in E2. (Top-half part: Expt
2-MAB. Bottom-half part: Expt 2-BMAB)

t∗c). The two indicator functions show whether the answer
a(t) is the same as the correct answer a∗, and whether the
completion time tc(t) exceeds the limitation t∗c , respectively.
In the basic MAB setting, we applied AE, UCB, and TS with
the total number of rounds T = 200. In SMAB setting, we
applied KUBE with c1 = 14, c2 = 5, B = 1000.
Results. Table 2 summarizes the results of Expts 2-MAB

and 2-BMAB (1-MAB is omitted due to space limitation).
We have the following observations. First, all algorithms re-
sulted in larger amounts of cumulative rewards (CR) than
random results. Note that the amount of CR using TS still
surpassed the random result in Expt 1-MAB in spite of the
little differences in reward distributions. Second, there are
a few differences in the performances of algorithms in this
environment. UCB and TS did not show distinguished dif-
ferences in their performances but both outperformed AE.
Third, the policies of selecting arms established by algo-
rithms reverse under the basic MAB setting and under the
BMAB setting. For the MAB setting, algorithms have se-
lected i = 1 more and i = 1 is considered to be the optimal
arm. Conversely, KUBE has selected i = 2 more and i = 2
became the optimal arm under the BMAB setting. After the
same number of rounds, MAB algorithms found more qual-
ified workers while BMAB led to a smaller cost.

This research was approved by IRB of University of
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Future Work
For future work, we will (1) extend this work into a non-
stationary environment by applying time-aware MAB, and
(2) explore interactions of tasks and algorithms.
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